
10.15 ANNUAL AND INTERANNUAL VARIABILITIES OF EAST ASIANMONSOON REVEALED BY SPACEBASED OBSERVATIONSXiaosu Xie �and W. Timothy LiuJet Propulsion LaboratoryCalifornia Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA1. INTRODUCTIONA signi�cant portion of the world's populationis under the inuence of monsoon changes. Under-standing of physical processes governing the evolu-tion of Asian monsoon is not only important for re-gional climate variation, but also crucial to globalclimate variation. Besides bringing rain to land,monsoons also change ocean currents, ocean up-welling, and coastal ecology. Over land the con-sequences of monsoon are, perhaps, well observed,but the ocean observations are still very sparse.Spaceborne microwave scatterometers and radiome-ters observe ocean surface with high spatial and tem-poral resolution, which provides an unprecedentedopportunity to explore variability at the sea surfaceon various time scales.2. DATAThe scatterometers on the European SpacecraftERS-1/ERS-2 and the National Aeronautics andSpace Administration Scatterometer (NSCAT) mea-sure ocean surface wind speed and direction un-der both clear and cloudy conditions. The surfacewinds are derived from the scatterometers and in-terpolated to 0.5� and twice daily through a suc-cessive correction method (Tang and Liu 1996).Special Sensor Microwave/Imager (SSM/I) provideswind speed and integrated water vapor at daily and0.25� resolution (Wentz 1996). The SSM/I wind vec-tors are derived by combining satellite measuredwind speed with European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) analyses (At-las et al. 1996). The Topex/Poseidon altime-

ter measures sea level change along ten-day re-peated ground-tracks, and the data are interpo-lated to 1� and 3 day resolution (Fu et al. 1994).The 1� and 7-day composite SST is compiled byblending Advanced Very High Resolution Radiome-ters (AVHRR) data with in situ measurements(Reynolds and Smith 1994). Latent heat ux iscomputed from wind speed and integrated water va-por from SSM/I and SST from AVHRR (Liu et al.1994). Precipitation rate is derived by the GlobalPrecipitation Climatology Project, which combinesthe satellite estimates from SSM/I and rain gaugeanalyses at 2.5� resolution and monthly average.3. ANNUAL VARIATIONS OF THESOUTH CHINA SEA MONSOONIn November, South China Sea (SCS) is domi-nated by the northeasterly winter monsoon, whichcauses positive (cyclonic) curl of wind-stress in thecentral basin, with a stronger center west of LuzonIsland and a weaker center east of Vietnam (Fig. 1).Strong negative curl of wind stress is found along thesoutheast coast of China. In the following month,negative sea level changes are observed in the cen-tral basin, stretching from Luzon to Vietnam, andpositive sea level changes are found in the coastalregions in the north and in the south. The sea levelchanges lead to two cyclonic gyres of geostrophiccurrent, one west of Luzon and the other o� thesouthern tip of Vietnam.Signi�cant negative correlations between the curlof wind stress and sea level change, with the stress�Corresponding author address: Xiaosu Xie, M.S. 300-323, Jet Propulsion Lab., 4800 Oak Grove Dr., Pasadena, CA 91109,Tel: (818)354-1432 Fax: (818)393-6720, Email: xiaosu@paci�c.jpl.nasa.gov.



curl leading by a month, are found in the centralpart of the SCS (Liu and Xie 1999). The nega-tive correlation is consistent with a simple Ekmanpumping scenario. Cyclonic winds drive surface di-vergence and upwelling in the ocean; the rise of thethermocline causes lower sea levels. Anticyclonicwinds cause higher sea level change and anticycloniccurrents.

Figure 1: The climatological wind and curl of windstress in November (a), and sea level change andgeostrophic current in December (b).4. INTERANNUAL VARIATIONS OF THESOUTH CHINA SEA MONSOONDuring the strong Paci�c cold events (1988/89,1995/96, and 1998/99), the SCS winter monsoon,represented by strength of the northeasterly windover the northern part of SCS, is abnormally strong(Fig. 2a). Both zonal and meridional wind have

negative anomalies during those winters, which co-incides with the Paci�c cold events as referred fromstrong easterly wind anomalies in the equatorialwestern and central Paci�c. During the strong win-ter monsoon years, water vapor in the central SCSbasin is high which indicates very wet winters andit is negatively correlated with that in the centraland eastern equatorial Paci�c (Fig. 2b). Weak la-tent heat ux during the strong winter monsoonswith the lowest value in spring (Fig. 2c) is associ-ated with the reduced air-sea moisture contrast inthe central basin due to high water vapor contentand low SST (except the winter of 1998/99). It sug-gests that the anomalous high moisture during thesewinters is brought in by the winter monsoon outsideof the SCS basin.

Figure 2: Time series of (a) zonal wind and merid-ional wind anomalies averaged over the northernSCS (117�E -118�E , 18�N -22�N) and equatorialwestern and central Paci�c (120�E -180� , 5�S -5�N),(b) integrated water vapor anomalies averaged overthe the central SCS basin (113�E -114�E , 8�N -14�N) and central to eastern Paci�c (180� -120�W,5�S -5�N), and (c) latent heat ux anomalies aver-aged over the central SCS basin.During the winters of the peak Paci�c warmingin 1982/83, 1991/92, and 1997/98, the SCS wintermonsoon is weaker than normal. Strong westerlyand southerly wind anomalies occur in the north-ern SCS in winter, several months after the major



westerly wind anomalies in the equatorial westernand central Paci�c (Fig. 2a). Water vapor in thecentral SCS is low during the winters of peak Pa-ci�c warming events (Fig. 2b). The strong latent heat ux (Fig. 2c) is associated with the anoma-lously dry atmosphere over the warm ocean surfacewhich strengthens the moisture contrast betweenocean and atmosphere.

Figure 3: Precipitation (contour) and wind (vector) anomalies over the east Asian monsoon and westernPaci�c regions during (a) March 1992, (b) January 1998, (c) April 1998, and (d) June 1998. Contour intervalof the precipitation rate is 1.5 mm/day.5. IMPACT OF ANTICYCLONIC WINDOVER PHILIPPINES ON EAST ASIANMONSOON RAINFALLThe northern winter in the east Asian monsoonarea is dominated by dry northerly or northeasterlywind. During the Meiyu-Baiu season (May-June),a southwest-northeast oriented rain band accompa-nied by warm and moist southerly wind extendsfrom southern China to southern Japan. Duringthe winters of Paci�c warming events, the anticy-clone over Philippine Sea persists to the next spring(Wang et al. 2000). For the extremely strong ENSOevent such as 1997/98, the anticyclone even survives

to the summer of 1998. The wind anomalies ex-ert signi�cant impact on the east Asian winter andpre-monsoon rainfall. Winter and spring becomeanomalously wet in southeast/east China and south-ern Japan following the Paci�c warming (displayedin Fig. 3). Onset of the Meiyu-Baiu is earlier thannon-ENSO years. More intense rainfall is expectedduring the pre-monsoon season. The precipitationanomalies bear similar spatial pattern with the cli-matological Meiyu-Baiu rain band. The rain band isassociated with the wind convergence. The south-ern branch of the anticyclonic circulation is corre-lated with divergence and anomalously dry condi-



tion. The results concur with previous studies ofENSO impact on East Asian climate (e.g., Zhang etal. 1996, Tao and Zhang 1998).6. SUMMARYThe spacebased observations by microwave scat-terometers and radiometers are analyzed to revealthe annual and interannual variabilities of EastAsian monsoon. Signi�cant negative correlation be-tween curl of wind stress and sea level change in thecentral part of the SCS basin is consistent with sea-sonal changes of Ekman pumping following the mon-soons. In the deep basin, positive stress curl causesupwelling, lower sea level, and cyclonic geostrophiccurrent in winter, and negative stress curl causeshigher sea level and anticyclonic geostrophic currentin summer.The SCS winter monsoon is stronger and wet-ter during the Paci�c cold events, whereas duringwarm events it is weaker and dryer than normalyears. During the spring and summer following thePaci�c peak warming, The anticyclonic anomaliesover Philippines induces earlier onset of Meiyu-Baiuand more intense rainfall. The anomalous rain bandassociated with wind convergence bear similar spa-tial pattern with the climatological Meiyu-Baiu po-lar front.ACKNOWLEDGMENTThis study was performed at the Jet Propul-sion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology,under contract with the National Aeronautics andSpace Administration (NASA). It was jointly sup-ported by the Physical Oceanography Program andthe Scatterometer Project of NASA.REFERENCES:Atlas, R., R. Ho�man, S. Bloom, J. Jusem, J. Ardiz-zone, 1996: A Multi-year Global Surface Wind
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